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WHAT’S NEW

The 
Melrose
The Melrose offers a unique combination of tilt 

in space and independently controlled back 

recline and leg elevation. This enables carers to 

constantly adjust the users’ position to relieve 

pressure and provide all-day comfort.

Features of The Melrose include three 

positional adjustments, a variety of back 

comfort supports, a choice of pressure cushion 

and the sizes are easily adaptable to each us-

ers’ needs. D Rings are fitted as standard. They 

enable the lap strap to be connected. The seat 

width can be adjusted by removing and inter-

changing the arm pads to fit the seat to the 

user. There are two size of arm pads that allow 

the seat depth to be adjusted.

There is a wide and varied selection of colours 

that The Melrose is available in, including, 

beige, green, blue, red and black.
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The Leckey Everyday Activity Seat 

provides the perfect solution for 

children and young adults with 

moderate needs who require pelvic 

stability but do not need the same 

advanced level of support as those 

with complex needs. 

This new updated version of the 

Everyday Activity Seat offers clients 

the same great postural stability as 

before, supporting function and the 

opportunity to do everyday things 

such as eating, reading, and 

socialising, but it is now available 

in new fabric options. Clients can 

choose between soft fabric and vinyl, 

with options available in a range of 

great colours; blue, green, raspberry 

and grey.  The new fabric options 

offer further benefits such a focus on 

comfort, durability, easy cleaning and 

resistance to many stains.

Leckey knows that every client is 

different and the design updates 

to the Everyday Activity Seat offer 

clients more choice allowing them to 

pick a fabric and style that best suits 

them and their individual tastes and 

personality. Nevertheless, the 

extensive range of accessories 

available for the Everyday 

Activity Seat ensures all postural 

needs are met. The Everyday Activity 

Seat brings both style and substance.
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